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For platforms, moderation is, as Tarleton Gillespie argues, “essential, constitutional, definitional” (2018, p. 21). From removing copyrighted materials to targeting advertisements, from verifying accounts to creating revenue-sharing agreements, platforms make all kinds of decisions that set the conditions for who or what gets seen. But while platforms do extensive work regulating visibility on their sites, such moderation “must be largely disavowed, hidden” (ibid.). Unsatisfied with the black-boxing of algorithmic governance (Katzenbach and Ulbricht, 2019) and platform governance on YouTube more generally (Tarvin and Stanfill, 2022), creators have begun to seek accountability through other means, deploying their skills, audiences, and situated knowledge to investigate the platform’s operations.

This paper examines a phenomenon we term user-generated accountability, or the use of publicity via content creation to reveal failures, oversights, or harmful policies on a platform. User-generated accountability is meant simultaneously to derive support from creators and audiences and to pressure the platform to acknowledge and remedy issues. Because creators are structurally incentivized to both care about and contest platform governance (Caplan and Gillespie, 2020; DeVos et al., 2022; Zeng and Kaye, 2022), creator perspectives and practices offer insight into the conditions of platformized cultural production and reveal novel political strategies. Furthermore, prior research has established that YouTubers actively engage with platform governance issues through content production, although studies tend to focus on specific issues such as copyright enforcement (Kaye and Gray, 2021) and demonetization (Caplan and Gillespie, 2020), or specific communities such as beauty vloggers (Bishop, 2019) and BreadTube (Cotter, 2022). Building on and broadening this work, we investigate YouTubers’ calls for accountability on the platform, asking the following questions:

RQ1: What forms do calls for accountability on YouTube take?
RQ2: What actors do YouTubers target when calling for accountability?
RQ3: What topics or concerns do these calls address?

Method

To answer these questions, we analyzed videos featuring issues of platform accountability. In order to ensure our dataset featured diverse topics, concerns, and creators, we employed multiple sampling strategies. We started by creating “video networks” through YouTube Data Tools (Rieder, 2015), using a prominent trilogy of videos about a user-driven algorithmic audit of demonetization as the seeds (DeVos et al., 2022). We collected 94 videos from these networks and then ran 21 keyword searches using the “video list” function of YouTube Data Tools to collect an additional 1050 videos. We also manually supplemented the list, adding 185 videos to create a dataset of 1329 videos. After cleaning the data for duplicates and non-applicable videos, we had a corpus of n = 429 videos.

To analyze the videos, we coded the format of the video, its stance toward YouTube, the targets of accountability, and the issues it raises. Following modified principles of the grounded theory approach (Kelle, 2007), which uses existing theoretical concerns to inform an inductive examination of the data, we developed the codebook starting from issues raised in prior research (Eslami et al., 2019; Haimson et al. 2021; Kingsley et al., 2022). After randomizing our corpus, we coded and engaged in constant comparison until both authors agreed that theoretical saturation had been reached at n = 250 videos. There are 172 unique channels represented in this sample.

Findings

Vlogs were by far the most popular format for accountability-focused videos, representing 165 cases or 66% of our sample. Scripted videos, such as video essays, were a distant second with 50 instances (20%), followed by conversation-style videos including podcasts and talk shows with 18 examples (7.2%). 14 videos in our sample were experiments meant to test the YouTube algorithm (5.6%), and only three videos fell outside these categories (1.2%).

The overall stance towards YouTube in our data set was notably varied. We expected callout videos aiming for accountability to be overwhelmingly negative towards YouTube. Indeed, Negative was the largest category (83 cases or 33.2%), but Mixed, indicating both critique of and defenses of YouTube, appeared 73 times (29.2%). 58 videos took a Neutral/Undetermined stance towards YouTube (23.2%), while 36 videos primarily defended the platform (14.4%).

Our accountability target codes (excepting the Not Applicable code) were non-exclusive. “YouTube” was cited the most often in videos that invoked at least one target of accountability, appearing in 141 videos (70.85%) from this subset. With all the talk of “the algorithm” among creators and scholars, Automation was the second-most invoked actor (55 cases, 27.64%). Surprisingly, “Self” was next with 46 cases (23.12%). Indeed, placing blame directly on human actors was frequent in our data set, with Other
Creators (31 cases or 15.58%), YouTube Employees (27 cases or 13.57%), and YouTube CEO Susan Wojcicki (21 cases or 10.55%) easily surpassing targeting of automated systems when combined (79 cases, or 39.7% of accountability invocations). Only two other groups appeared more than 10 times in our sample, with Audiences invoked 21 times (10.55%) and Predators—those who exploit children or animals—targeted with considerable vitriol in 11 videos (5.53%), in line with previous research (Tarvin and Stanfill, 2022).

We coded for 16 non-exclusive content elements within videos that identified specific complaints or problems with YouTube. Complaints about YouTube Policies appeared in over half our sample, 126 videos. Also prominent was anger about lack of communication (74 cases) and perceived bias against certain demographics of creators (72 cases) or types of content (67 cases). Censorship was claimed in 55 videos, and issues with YouTube features (45 cases), the corporation’s cultural disconnect with creators (32 cases), and the frustrating process for filing appeals (27 cases) all appeared in more than 10% of our sample.

**Conclusion**

User-generated accountability videos create a significant sense of solidarity between creators on YouTube, with many creators lending their voices to signal boost issues raised by others. In one video, 25 other YouTubers appeared on camera to back the grievances of creator MamaMax, whose video criticizing child predators had been removed by the platform. This is community building by both choice and necessity, as most creators expressed they felt they could not leave YouTube; no other platform offered them the reach that YouTube did, nor could they easily move their audiences elsewhere. Feeling trapped on YouTube led to significantly increased frustrations regarding the platform’s perceived lack of communication with its creators, to the extent that many reiterated the need to take to Twitter to force YouTube to respond to their appeals or policy disputes. If still unheeded, they did what they do best—make videos about the issue. Creators also highlighted how the lack of transparency about YouTube’s systems—algorithmic and human—contributed significantly to stress and burnout, even leading some to consider quitting content creation altogether.

YouTube is a platform uniquely suited to user-generated accountability, as the entire structure of the site revolves around generating mass publicity and visibility. At the same time, however, all of YouTube’s problems are problems at scale due to their 2.6 billion monthly users. An issue that affects just 1% of the platform may not draw major corporate attention even as it plagues 26 million people. Thus, publicizing problems with the platform in a way that draws attention from audiences, news media, and other creators represents one of the most important ways YouTube’s creators can participate in platform governance.
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